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Introduction

Zero-Overhead Atomic Updates

Byte-addressable non-volatile memory (NVM) allows
fine-grained in-place update of durable data. Failures
can corrupt application data. Realizing the full value of
NVM requires mechanisms to preserve application data
integrity in the presence of failures.
NVM transaction mechanisms [1, 2, 7] prevent failures during updates from corrupting data, but such mechanisms carry substantial performance overheads. Our
new alternative guarantees consistent recovery of application data following failure and has zero overhead during failure-free operation. Below we outline our new approach, and evaluate its effectiveness. Our tech report
provides more detail [5].

Our main contribution is a crash resilience technique that
avoids all of the performance overheads of existing NVM
transaction mechanisms because it performs no logging.
Our technique combines flush-on-failure with a class of
multi-threaded isolation mechanisms into a consistent
recovery mechanism.
Our technique is to combine flush-on-failure with nonblocking algorithms: Consistent data recovery will always succeed following the abrupt termination of a program that manipulates NVM via non-blocking algorithms on a system with flush-on-failure support. A nonblocking algorithm ensures that an observer will see a
“sane” state of memory and can make useful progress.
Thus, recovery code has a consistent view of application
data and can resume correct execution.

NVM Transaction Overheads
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NVM transaction overhead largely stems from forcing
data from volatile CPU caches to NVM (e.g., via cache
line flushes). We can eliminate the need to force data
into NVM by borrowing an insight from whole-system
persistence: flush-on-failure can replace flush-as-you-go.
We need not insist that data has reached NVM during
failure-free operation if instead we are assured that the
data will reach NVM in the event of failure [5].
Tolerating power outages requires sufficient standby
power for orderly system shutdown. Fortunately, The
time and energy required to flush CPU caches to NVM
is orders of magnitude smaller than would be required
to dump volatile DRAM to block storage. Narayanan
& Hodson report that a typical computer’s power supply
contains sufficient residual energy for this task [4]. Tolerating OS kernel panics requires the kernel panic handler to flush all CPU caches to NVM before halting the
system. Tolerating process crashes can be done by filebacked memory mappings. Cached modifications will
eventually find their way down through the CPU cache
and page cache to the backing file
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